Nonsense Numbers
Instructions
Ask each person in your group to respond to each of the following sets of questions with a numerical answer.
The 'Guidelines' will dictate the value of each response, in particular, how 'bonus' points can be earned.
Use the back of this sheet for calculations if necessary. Add everyone's score for each category on the right-hand
side of the sheet. At the end, accumulate all ten category scores together. Highest score wins!

Category

Guidelines

EXTRA Bonus Points

Mark SCORE Here

1. Birthdays

1 pt for each different month represented in group

5 pts for each person born in a leap year, born on same day

2. Birthplace

1 pt for each different state represented in group

5 pts for each person born outside of this country

3. Pedestrian

Total of all shoe sizes worn by people in group

5 pts for size 12 or larger, or size 5 or smaller

4. Travel

1 pt for each person having visited the Eiffel Tower,
Empire State Building, Sydney Harbour Bridge,
Machu Picchu, Bali, the Pyramids or Disneyland

5 pts for each person who has visited Mecca, the Taj Mahal,
Antarctica, the Arctic circle, any African nation

5. Celebrity

1 pt for each appearance on / in television,
radio, newspaper or magazine – MUST be
specif ically mentioned by name

5 pts for each person named in all three media
ie TV, radio and print

6. Adventures

1 pt for each person who has been rock-climbing,
abseiling, horseback-riding, white-water rafting
or climbed a high challenge ropes course

5 pts for each person who has bungy-jumped, sky-dived, or
climbed a 3,000+ metre (10,000+ feet) mountain peak

7. Siblings

1 pt for each sibling - includes adopted, step
and half-siblings

5 pts for multiple births, eg twins, triplets

8. Voyager

1 pt for each and every continent visited by
each person in group

10 pts for all seven continents by one person

9. Surnames

1 pt for each different letter of the alphabet used
or represented in the surnames of whole group,
ie maximum score is 26

5 pts for each non-English characters / letters

10. Linguistics

1 pt for each language that is spoken fluently
by any member of group

5 pts for person who is fluent in 3 or more languages

TOTAL (add all ten answers) ___________
Divide by number of people in your group ___________

